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About This Game

WE ARE DOOMED is a twin-stick shooter where you zap polygon baddies with an absurdly overpowered laserbeam. Dive head-
first into the action with reckless ambition, charge the SUPERBEAM, and zap everything out of existence in an instant. Chase

high scores or just enjoy the beautiful explosion of geometry, color and light.

Pure arcade action. No cutscenes, storylines, or lengthy tutorials.

An overpowered laserbeam weapon, and the more ridiculous SUPERBEAM.

Waves mode: 30 waves that range from chill to hyper-intense.

Endless mode: An endless barrage of baddies. How many zones can you survive?

Quick to start, and quick to restart for "just one more" game.

A vibrant world of neon colors, bold shapes, and glitching geometry.

A beautiful, chill, and occasionally glitchy soundscape.
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The game stops when i have to enter my name. After i put in my name and click YES nothing happens. Worst game ever. This
game is very fun when played with a partner. Simple. Fun. Fast.. yes it's great start with tutorial also note mouse needs to be set
slower in sensativity setting. CS:GO real sport!. It's just a glorified rock paper scissors game.. I've played the EA Sports NHL
series on Playstation for a while and was looking for an PC alternative. Unfortunately, FHM doesn't do it for me. The main
issue so far is the user interface, which is very slow and clunky. For example, trying to hire new coaching staff was very time-
consuming as there was no way to compare staff side-by-side, so I had to click back and forth too many times to get something
done. Many times I found it hard to navigate to find certain things. Also, the input lag was really annoying, and
simulation/progressing through the year took far too long. I was literally switching back and forth between the game and my
browser so that I didn't have to keep watching the loading bar, especially during the off-season.

I decided to buy this game because it was on sale, and I have tried a previous version of FHM three or four years ago and hoped
that it had improved over the years. After trying to get the hang of it for a few hours, I'm sad to say that I now remember why
the previous FHM didn't get much playing time. I do regret not refunding this game when I had the chance.

If you're looking for a PC alternative for the EA Sports NHL series, you will most likely be disappointed. I might have given
this more of a shot had it been my first hockey management game, or if the UI was drastically improved from its current state.
Maybe give it a try if this is your first sport management game, and if you have lots of time to waste.

I'll keep trying it a bit longer, and will edit the review if I find something positive that's worth mentioning.
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One of the best games if not the best game I've ever played. I first played this game 18 years ago and now I've finally managed
to complete all the levels in it.

If you're familiar with the Microsoft version instead of the Lynx version you might be in for a surprise when you start playing.
There are quite a few differences, most notably the animations that didn't exist in the MS version at all. Some levels are also
much harder because the MS version had a few "broken" levels. However don't let this discourage you: it's a great game and the
harder levels aren't that much harder than in the MS version.

Having said that, the game is still as brutal as ever. It took me around 40 hours to beat the game and some levels took me many
tries (I had never completed more than 115 or levels before buying this).. I wish it was working smoothly but it's full of bugs on
OSX (iMac) :(. i agree with the last review. it should not be so difficult to move the candy in the direction you want it to go and
not where the game decides for you. overall better off sticking to candy crush! what a waste of $7.00 shoulda bought some real
candy instead. As a fan of Mindware's work on WiiWare and the DSi (MaBoShi is amazing), l had to give this a go given its
rather quirky heritage.

Despite its age, Space Mouse is a product of good design, it doesn't feel as old as you'd expect it to, and instead has a timeless
appeal to it much like the best games of the 80s which you'd still play today.

In Space Mouse you've got to make your way to the top of the screen, navigating floors of a building and avoiding mice which
are making their way down the screen. Each "tier" of the screen is effectively a floor of the building, and there are gaps (or
stairwells if you will) to move up to the next floor.

What makes this simple idea work rather well are the smart constraints applied to your character and the rules of the game. You
can't go back once you've moved up a level, so you've got to plan far ahead of time. The mice which run against you either move
left or right once they pass a stairwell, which introduces a constant element of uncertainty in how you tackle each moving
roadblock: Should you consider a specific location on the grid a hiding place or not, or should you can quickly dash past a
potential opening while it's there?

I've found myself bettering myself with every go, and subsequent stages introduce different tower layouts which further demand
more from you and require better flexibility in dealing with the hazards ahead.

Despite the game's 1981 roots the default mode is a remake featuring NES\/Famicom style visuals (more detailed sprites and
smooth scrolling), and new mechanics. So far I've tried the NES and MZ-700 modes, I've yet to unlock the original PC-8001
version of the game. The general look of the "arranged" version certainly feels authentic to me - like a lost NES game from the
early 80's, which in turn complements the grid-based game world.

In its current state I feel Space Mouse is missing one feature that'd make it feel more well rounded: high score tracking and
leaderboards. I've been playing from the first level every time I get a game over and it's a shame my scores aren't being saved so
I can track how well I'm doing over time. So hopefully these are added to the game at some point - it already supports features
of the Steam platform like achievements and playing cards, so I'd love to see online Steam leaderboards or just local ones.

tl;dr: Space Mouse carries arcade-like sensibilities that has kept me returning to it for another quick go much more often than I
had anticipated.. Remember the browser game where you would give an alien a really bad time? This is it, just a lot better!
God a bad day and just want to blow up someone? Right game for you!. WHAT A GAME!

At first I wasnt going to buy it because it looked like a party game and I like to play by myself, but a friend of mine kept telling
me to give it a shot, and all I can say is WOW! It is one of the most entertaining and addictive games I have played in a very
loooooong time. If you are a player that enjoys a challenge and really tight controls, this game is a must have for you.

I have only played the "wave" mode, it starts nice and quiet but it soon starts introducing more challenging enemies. From world
4 forwards the game is absolutely amazing but the best by far are the bosses. The last 3 are absolutely epic!

The only thing I am missing is the possibility to choose my own colour, I hope the devs add this in the future because I dont like
relying in stupid colour palettes!
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Overall, if you enjoyed Super Meat boy this is pretty much it, although I would say this is more intense because it gives you the
chance to attack and smash the enemies.
. Any game that FORCES you into a publicly matched game is terrible. While there is an option to play with bots, it only works
if you hit the button before the game automatically joins you to another human opponent.

I much prefer to play with bots, especially while I am trying to figure a game out.
. This game is boring. If the escapists and walking dead had an imbred love child, it would be better than this.. What a game! If
your a fan of Shoot em Ups and have been looking for something to fill that void this game is awesome. Graphics are good
gameplay is better.
There`s actually alot in this title, in my opinion well worth the money. I`ve tried a couple of direct coin op ports and found them
very lacking, but this doesn`t at all.
I would highly recommend.
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